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An experience at a Team Offsite: “It has been a pleasure associating with Nitin. He is a thorough

professional, always high on energy and matches it with quality content –the hallmark of any effective

facilitator. He takes time to understand the business requirement and appropriately aligns his creative

interventions engaging all participants within a fun framework. His enthusiasm during any intervention

is nothing less than contagious. The messages delivered through his interventions are subtle yet

impactful. I wish him all the best in his future endeavors.”

Aarti Mansukhani

Regional HR Manager – South Asia, Marks & Spencer

An experience at a Leadership Bootcamp: “Nitin was the key facilitator for a team building workshop that was hosted in

Bengaluru. His infectious energy, perfectly timed humor and ability to manage things on the go were so high points of the

event. The participants thoroughly enjoyed the activity with minute details being articulated with brief descriptions. The

communication piece was phenomenally managed. We had an enthralling experience as a program team to have worked

with him on this workshop and we look forward to have him onboard for many programs here at Deloitte.”

Shilpa Anthony,

USI Consulting Development CoE, Deloitte
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An experience at a Team Offsite: “At the outset I would like to extend my sincere

appreciation for the entire program and the precision with which it was conducted.

Special thanks to the team for their high energy, enthusiasm and spontaneity that helped

us keep the crowd engaged throughout.”

Mandeep Kaur,

Vice President - Human Resources, LOTS

An experience at a Leadership Off-site: The workshop brought out innate qualities of

participants, made me know my colleagues better. Energy and humour of the Thought

Bulb Facilitators ensured that each one of us got involved in all activities despite the

diversity in terms of age and qualification. Personally an enriching experience.

Archana Yallapantula,

Dy General Manager (Learning & Development)
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